Legal Blessings

Winning a trial requires strength. If you feel you could use some extra strength and faith to overcome a complex process, this spell can help you.

- Bay leaves (dried or fresh)
  - 1 orange candle
  - 1 black candle
  - Pen and paper

1. Light the orange candle on your altar. Then the black candle next to it.

2. Focus on what your intentions are. Think of the legal process you are going through, the people involved, the name of the judge, lawyers, or any other information you have about it. Visualize the positive outcomes that you are expecting.

3. Take the piece of paper and write:

   "I ask my Higher Begins to help me win this case and overcome any present and future judicial processes. So mote it be."

4. Place one or more bay leaves on top of your petition.

5. Place the orange candle on top of the petition and the bay leaves. Leave the black candle burn next to it, a few inches apart.

6. Let both candles burn as you meditate or as you say a prayer for justice.

When you're ready, snuff out the candles. Do this for everyday until the orange candle has melted completely.